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Analysis based upon original research/writing/graphics by Gilbert Eriksen
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To better understand ‘Wormwood’s Physics of Destruction’ connect the dots listed
below from these different pieces of evidence—then read The Return Of Planet-X.
1.)

In the Christian Bible’s Book of Revelation, Jesus Christ personally reveals to St. John
The Devine, that Wormwood (a star) does indeed exist and that it is coming our way.
Chapter Eight, Verse 11 states: “And the name of the star was Wormwood.” Chapter Eight
also defines how it will affect physical/judgmental/spiritual changes here on planet Earth
when the proper time comes… the so-called “End-Times” as “Armageddon” approaches.

2.)

Hidden/forbidden archeology and geology suggests that these types of periodic destructive
events have happened before many times throughout Earth’s history and the fact that
modern-day ‘uniformitarian science’ cannot properly explain the available physical evidence (anomalies) present here during Earth’s history supporting Wormwood’s existence.

3.)

An inside military source admits anonymously that Wormwood is indeed headed here. It
follows a long/narrow elliptical orbit mostly on the southern side of the ecliptic plane (of
the solar system) and (behind the Sun) that crosses over into the northern side above the
ecliptic plane on its perihelion arc-over. It is very heavy… possibly about the size of
Saturn but 60-times Saturn’s mass… and has a mostly methane atmosphere and a molten
iron interior producing massive gravitational and electromagnetic waves of cosmic
astronomical influence.

4.)

Text book celestial mechanics tells us that an orbiting body with that much mass will have
a long gravitational reach, that it will spin on an axis (like stars and planets all seem to do)
and that it will generate a set of node rings* in the affected time-space perpendicular to the
axis of its rotation. Estimated to be 60-times Saturn’s mass, X’s gravitational node rings
will easily span/override the orbital diameter of Mars and possibly even Saturn.
[Note: * In Physics a node is a point, line, or region in a standing wave at which
there
is relatively little or no vibration. Further, a node is either of the two points at which the
orbit of a heavenly body intersects a given plane, especially the plane of the ecliptic or of
the celestial equator. – END -]

5.)

Measurable orbital deflections/perturbations have been observed in the orbits of Uranus
and Neptune since 1821—orbital deflections/perturbations that should not be there. The
deflections are larger near the extended line of the Summer Solstice side of Earth’s orbit
based on proximity.

6.)

In 1982-83, NASA itself claimed to have found a possible target location for a “Planet-X”
celestial body—but very quickly realized what it meant and began a systematic cover-up of
the real evidence. And as we will see in the material following, the actions of NASA and
the NSF (National Science Foundation) suggests that a dangerous orbiting body is indeed
approaching our Solar System and is coming from the southern side of the ecliptic plane.

7.)

Over the long-term—NASA successfully enlisted the aid of the press and media to
misinform the public about the apparent dangers. And they did it while being supported by
taxpayer money. Admittedly, NASA and other leading scientific centers of learning have

little or no known ‘bodies of scientific evidence’ concerning the nature/culture/history and
knowledge of ‘Brown Dwarf Stars’—since modern-day science has never encountered a
‘Brown Dwarf Star’ up-close for observation and research.
8.)

Dr. Robert S. Harrington (astronomer/physicist) was able to establish the correct general
direction to search for a theoretical “Planet-X” based on the historical physical deflections
(perturbations) in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune. With 330,000 mathematical iterations
he determined with 5:1 odds that such a body would be coming (at us) from the southern
side of the ecliptic plane on the Summer Solstice side because that was the direction from
which the ‘unknown’ gravitational force was pulling on those planets when they strayed off
their normal orbits. As a side-note—Professor Harrington was soon killed under mysterious
and ambiguous circumstances and his groundbreaking research was also discredited.

9.)

The December 26, 2004, deadly 9.0 Sumatra earthquake continued for approximately 10
minutes rather than 10/15/30 seconds or even a full minute. When the shaking was
finished the entire Sumatran island had been moved 110 feet from its former location. The
deadly tsunami that followed killed more than 295,000 people in less than 45 minutes
across a dozen countries. The December 26th orbital position of the Earth “on that precise
date” was only five days off (of) the Summer/Winter Solstice line—the pre-eminent ‘Line
of Danger.’

10.) The August 15, 2007, deadly 7.5 earthquake shaking Peru lasted for three minutes (continuous) once it got started. Its suspected “epicenter” was approximately the same latitude as
the December 2004 Sumatra quake and Peru was on the correct side of the Earth (time of
day: 18:40 hrs) for a “glancing blow” if a Wormwood node ring was coming through along
the ‘Line of Danger’ (the Solstice line).
11.) Here is our ‘Working Theory’ of Wormwood’s Physics of Destruction: The most current
working hypothesis we have to examine concerning the expected return date of Planet-X
coursing through/or around the solar system centers around the prime fact that X’s extended orbit (approximately every 3,600/4,000 years)—first passing through/or around the
solar system in ‘phase-one’ —then back out again in ‘phase-two’ —now suggests that X’s
‘destructive cycle’ occurs in two separate cosmic events.
This ‘first-phase’ begins with X’s ‘initial pass-through,’ (possibly in 2009), then separated
by approximately three years until its ‘second-phase’ —wherein “X” makes its ‘second
pass’ through/or around the solar system (expected in 2012). This second passage marks
X’s return leg back again into deep space beginning anew its 3,600/4,000 year long trek
through the heavens. Planet-X’s last return visit likely coincided with the Hebrew exodus
from Egypt in 1447 B.C.E. when Moses brought the Israelites out of bondage.
The best-researched dates include late summer (September/October, 2009) for X’s first
phase pass through/or around–and in winter (December, 2012) for X’s second-phase pass
through/or around the solar system. Major Earth changes will occur during both phases of
X’s passage with the most damage resulting in a possible ‘pole flip’ (a tipping of Earth on
its axis of rotation 180 degrees) in X’s second phase, December 2012. It’s also possible
that a complete ‘pole flip’ will not occur—however, planet Earth may still suffer
major/minor planetary upheavals from X’s powerful influences. Hopefully, Planet-X will
cause minimal damage on its most current visitation to our solar system. [END]

